BREAKING
ALL THE
RULES.
The new iSmove from Niesmann+Bischoff

Clou inside
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INTRODUCTION

BREAKING ALL
THE RULES.
“A motorhome with every conceivable
form of comfort, room for up to five
people, comfortable beds, a generous
amount of storage and an astonishing
payload does not exist with less than
five tonnes.”
That rule could have even been one of
ours. But instead the new iSmove is one
of ours. And it rewrites the rules. The
solution was a brand new way of thinking. So new that we built a number of
clever features in the new iSmove that
are exclusive in the market. So good
that we patented seven of them straight
away. Take a look at the rest of the
catalogue and let the new iSmove wow
you. By the time you’re done, there might
be a few rules that no longer apply to
you either.
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INTRODUCTION

LESS THAN 3.5 TONNES.
BEYOND ALL
EXPECTATIONS.

It is said that quality has its price, and it most particularly has its weight.
High-quality materials in the iSmove such as two-sided aluminium sandwich
walls with Styrofoam insulation plus a roof coating, rear panel and front
mask made of GRP simply weigh a lot more than lower quality components.
And while reducing weight was important, our top priority was to always
uphold our customary Niesmann+Bischoff standards of quality. So how did
we manage to do it? That will remain our little secret.
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EXTERIOR DESIGN

DEFINITELY OUR DNA.
Just one look suffices to know the new iSmove is from Niesmann+Bischoff.
Unmistakable. With its modern, automotive design featuring sporty
contours and characteristic convex and concave forms, the iSmove makes
a striking statement in its class.

THE INTERIOR.
NO ROOM
FOR RULES.
The iSmove shows its true brilliance with its
interior, which is where we’ve made sure
you have a whole lot more room. Not by
making compromises, but by adding clever
features that create space where things
gets tight.
We basically changed everything in the
process. Along with your idea of the perfect
motorhome.
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INTERIOR DESIGN

Lifting bed*
smoothly transitions
into the ceiling

COMPACT ALWAYS MEANS
YOU HAVE TO MAKE
SACRIFICES IN TERMS
OF SPACE.

Rotating bench seat*
adds two additional
belted seats to the
lounge area

Bench seat
(passenger
side)
optional with a
folding seat

Flexible bathroom
with a sliding wall

Expandable
kitchen*
in an L-kitchen
design

An interior full of space.
And ideas.
Where should we start? That was exactly what we
asked ourselves while working on the interior. And
the most important thing was to just keep going
until we had maximised what we could get out of
the existing space.
Transverse beds
more than
200 cm long
Alternative
queen size bed
measuring
140x200 cm

Lifting shelf*
and sliding door
to separate the
sleeping and
living areas

*optional

CLEAR LINES OF SIGHT
FOR AN AMAZINGLY
OPEN SENSE OF SPACE.

EXCEPTIONAL
FEEL-GOOD ATMOSPHERE
THANKS TO AN INNOVATIVE
LIGHTING CONCEPT.

Indirect lighting
for a pleasing light
temperature

Glass panel
as an intuitive
control unit

Ceiling spotlights
adjustable in
brightness
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AMAZING SENSE OF SPACE

DARK CEILINGS
MAKE ROOMS
FEEL SMALL.
An anthracite ceiling for
an extraordinary feel-good
atmosphere.
After going all out with our clever features to
significantly increase the amount of space inside,
the anthracite ceiling now significantly increases
the feel-good factor. Together with the felt
walls, it provides a harmonious atmosphere
during the day, while its indirect lighting creates
a relaxed atmosphere in the evening.

20 AMAZING SENSE OF SPACE

YOU CAN’T EXPECT
MUCH FROM
THE ACOUSTICS IN A
MOTORHOME.
Acoustic walls made of sustainable
felt for natural ambient sound.
The optional felt walls in the iSmove perfectly complete the
sense of space. After all, the clear lines of sight only make
sense if your ears give the same feedback. Namely fantastic
ambient sound that takes the feel-good atmosphere of the
iSmove to the next level.

Acoustic felt*
for perfect ambient sound
*optional

Smart microfibre
covering*
on the ceiling and
skylight frames

32" TV*
for relaxed evenings

Sonos sound system*
for the optimal
sound experience
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AMAZING SENSE OF SPACE

THE ENTRY DOOR
ALWAYS
NEEDS TO HAVE
A WINDOW.
Windowless entry door.
For a cohesive design,
inside and out.
Where did the idea come from that the
only door in an integrated motorhome
needs a window, and why? Doesn’t a
motorhome look better both inside and
out when you leave out the window and
seamlessly integrate the entry door?
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LIVING AREA

BACK SEATS
ALWAYS HAVE
TO FACE
FORWARD.
Our rotating back seat.
Opens up brand new
perspectives on the road.
An open-plan living space with a cosy face-toface lounge area and enough room for three
more safe belted seats. We invented a rotating
bench seat (optional) that transforms from a
safe seat into a couch with just one easy step
as soon as you are off the road. That’s unique,
which is why it’s another clever feature that
we patented. And on the opposite side, we also
built in an optional fifth seat.

26 THE COCKPIT

WHEN OFF THE ROAD,
THERE’S NO REAL USE
FOR THE COCKPIT.
The multifunctional cockpit perfectly melds into the living area.
A generous cockpit really pays off, most particularly
on longer trips. It’s even better when you don’t
have to give up any space for it in the living area.
The cockpit simply needed various features built
into it to make it a more integral part of the living
area than a pair of rotated front seats.

Integrated side drawers
with more storage space for the
driver and front passenger

Station for smartphone and tablet
with inductive charging and USB

28 THE KITCHEN

A PROPER KITCHEN
NEEDS A PROPER
AMOUNT OF SPACE.
The expandable kitchen.
Grows to meet its challenges.
Just imagine a kitchen in a motorhome that only
shows its true greatness when needed. And then
basically disappears for the remaining 22 hours
of the day. Just like the clever features in our
optional premium kitchen package, which we’ve
also alltrademarked.

Pull-out cutting board
It’s nice to really spread
your culinary wings and
fly while cooking. That
applies to the cook just
as much as it does to the
kitchen. And this kitchen
is guaranteed to provide
enough space with its
pull-out cutting board.

Electric kitchen shelf
With the lifting kitchen
shelf, all your cooking
essentials are always at
hand. And then disappear
after you’re done so you
only see them when you
need them. Sinks into
obscurity. Electrically, of
course.

Extendable working surface
You can never have too
much working surface in
the kitchen. Which is why
it can easily be extended
in the iSmove. So both you
and your kitchen can go
above and beyond while
cooking.

THE KITCHEN

THE REFRIGERATOR IS
ALWAYS THIS BULKY
THING BETWEEN THE
KITCHEN AND BED.
The compressor refrigerator in
a drawer. Built in for even more
space in the kitchen.
The iSmove is top shelf. Our optional compressor
refrigerator is top drawer. And that is exactly why we
put its 138-litres of storage space and standardised
restaurant-grade containers in a drawer. Which
means fewer distracting individual elements and
more open space.

Professional restaurant-grade container system
in standardised sizes for individual customisation
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THE BATHROOM

THE SHOWER IS REALLY
ONLY FOR USING
IN AN EMERGENCY.
Smart sliding mechanism. For twice
as much space in the bathroom.
Let’s be honest. A fully fledged shower is something
you only see in liners. How would it work otherwise? You
basically need twice as much space. Or you simply
use the same space for two things. Like we did. With
our patented solution: a sliding shower that simply
disappears when you don’t need it.

THE BATHROOM

Having space is one
thing. Feeling truly at
home in that space
makes it all the better.
Like with our clever
features.

Dark taps
Create an elegant look.

Flush to floor
For easy access and
without an awkward
wheel arch.

Shower-proof door
Turns the entire room into a shower unit.
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SLEEPING AREAS

LONG STORY SHORT:
YOU CAN’T PROPERLY
STRETCH OUT
IN A MOTORHOME.
Bigger sleeping area with more
than two metres of bed length.
There is nothing like falling into bed after a long
day of travel adventures. And it’s even better when
you don’t need to worry about falling on the floor
instead. Thanks to the extraordinarily generous size
of the beds.

Sliding door and lifting shelf
come together to flexibly
separate the living and sleeping
areas

Rear panel
Available in four colours

Queen size bed
Our 140x200 cm queen size bed
is available as an alternative

SLEEPING AREAS

A LIFTING BED IS
NOT ATTRACTIVE,
BUT CONVENIENT.
New slim-design lifting bed.
You only see it when you need it.
Our new optional lifting bed is truly a sight to behold.
Assuming you can find it. Thanks to its slim design,
it simply disappears into the anthracite ceiling. We
were so taken with the solution that we patented it.

Smoothly transitions into the ceiling
For a harmonious sense of space.
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40 STORAGE SPACE

WE REALLY WENT
ALL OUT TO PROVIDE
A SERIOUS AMOUNT
OF STORAGE SPACE.
The iSmove not only gives you plenty of room, but
also plenty of storage space for your luggage.
And the corresponding payload so there’s no need
to leave anything behind.

Exterior drawers*
Storage space for anything
you want to access quickly.
*optional

Rear garage
Provides space for bicycles,
surf boards and bulky items.

42 SELF SUFFICIENCY

DEFINITELY NOT
THE GENERAL RULE:
EXCEPTIONAL
FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS.

Days of self-sufficient travelling
Even the most spectacular interior is only half as nice if you can’t
enjoy it exactly where you please. And that’s why we provide
the maximum level of self sufficiency with our technical features.
Take the standard 200-litre fresh water tank as an example, so
you can always go with the flow. Or our optional 50-litre fixed
gas tank. The optional 120-litre fixed tank toilet is even exclusive
in this class. And the standard 100 Ah lithium cabin battery
makes sure your energy levels are always topped up. Especially
when you’re able to produce it yourself with the optional 125 W
solar panel with an MPPT solar controller. Now that’s seriously
self sufficient.

44 CUSTOMISED CONFIGURATION

UNDER YOUR RULES: COMBINE
UPHOLSTERY, CUSHIONS AND
CABINET DOORS EXACTLY HOW
YOU WANT.
Wall units and lifting shelf

Drawers

Walnut planked

Walnut planked

Breeze oak

Breeze oak

White planked

White planked

Seat cushions

Rear panel

A variety of other designs are
available in our configurator.

Carbon

Grey
Cloth, grey

Green
Cloth, green

Shadow
Cloth, anthracite

Temptation
Leather,
beige

Sensation 
Leather,
brown

Attraction
Leather,
anthracite

Petrol
Nature
Olive green

CONFIGURE
YOUR OWN
iSMOVE ONLINE.

GOODBYE RULES,
HELLO FREEDOM.
We did what we had to do to build you the
perfect motorhome. Now it’s up to you.
Hit the road and rewrite the rules. Together
with your new iSmove.
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